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Background
Sustainable food labels have rapidly grown in popularity over the past decade. However, there is currently no government agency overseeing certification of these production methods. Many foods labeled as sustainably produced carry a label endorsed by third-party certification programs, such as Food Alliance. For the past 18 years, Food Alliance has been deemed the most comprehensive and credible voluntary sustainable food certification program in North America funded completely through grant support.

Alternative agricultural production systems generate value-added food attributes that provide consumers with varying degrees of utility stemming from their environmental, economic, and social impacts. If these farms are to remain viable and contribute to food and farm system sustainability, they may need to exploit these high-valued niche markets. However, a firm’s ability to differentiate their product depends critically on understanding how such a credence labeling scheme is perceived by the consumer.

Methods
This study uses complementary stated and revealed choice methods to measure consumer preferences for sustainably labeled foods offered alongside their "organic" and "local" counterparts. The juxtaposition of the hypothetical and non-hypothetical results enhances the reliability of economic analysis and marketing recommendations. Collectively, these two approaches are believed to yield a more detailed understanding of consumer behavior.

◆ SURVEY INSTRUMENT
• Two product versions: 
  ● Apples (Sustainable, Organic, Local, Typical) 
  ● Beef (Steak) 
• Survey design 
  ● Demographics and purchasing history 
  ● Best-Worst: Perceptions 
• Choice Experiment: Preferences 
  ● With “opt-out”

◆ EXPERIMENTAL AUCTIONS
• 76 participants 
  ● Recruited from Lansing, MI area grocery stores 
  ● Show up = $25 Gift Certificate to place of recruitment 
  ● $30 bidding endowment 
• Complete survey 
  ● Four food displays (MSU Livestock Pavilion) 
  ● Varied by label (Sustainable, Organic, Local, Typical) 
• Series of eight Vickrey auctions (order randomized) 
  ● Apples (Sustainable, Organic, Local, Typical) 
  ● Steak (Sustainable, Organic, Local, Typical)

Results

A growing literature exists on the design, implementation and evaluation of experimental auctions with agricultural or food related applications. Due to the advantage of experimental auction methods in isolating the effect of information provision, it has become an increasingly popular avenue for investigating the impact of labeling schemes on consumer WTP for food products. To our knowledge this is the first study to employ experimental auctions to investigate consumer preferences and WTP for food products labeled with broadly interpreted sustainable production claims.

◆ Credence labels capture positive price premiums 
◆ Insignificant evidence of hypothetical bias 
◆ Sustainable, Organic, and Local labels not shown to be differentiated by consumers 
◆ Typical apples require WTA in hypothetical responses of experiment sample 
  ● Consistent with demographic propensity to shop at farmers markets and food coops 
◆ Higher WTP on Typical products in auctions

Implications
◆ Stakeholders should consider these results when determining the benefit of pursuing sustainable certification 
  ● Farmers selling at their local farmers market 
  ● USDA (government agencies) 
  ● Marketing managers for companies selling sustainably produced agricultural products 

◆ An extension of this work could use similar methods to examine preferences over combined labels e.g. sustainable versus organic + local
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